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Last updated October 20, 2020 Deadline is approaching. But instead of doing your job, you play with things like checking email, social media, watching videos, surfing blogs, and forums. You know you should work, but you just don't feel like doing anything. We all know the phenomenon of procrastination. When we delay, we squander our free time and postpone important tasks that we should perform until
it is too late. And when it's too late, we panic and regret that we started earlier. Chronic procrastinators know that they have spent years of their lives looping in this cycle. Delaying, postponing things, slowing down, hiding from work, facing work only when it is inevitable, and then repeating this loop anew. It's a bad habit that eats us and prevents us from achieving more results in life. Don't let procrastination
take over your life. Here I will share my personal steps on how to stop procrastinated. These 11 steps will certainly apply to you as well:1. Break Your Work into Little StepsPart the reason we procrastinated because we subconsciously think that work is too overwhelming for us. Divide it into small parts, then focus on one part at that time. If you continue to procrastinated with the task after breaking it down,
then break it down even more. Soon your task will be so simple that you will think gee, it is so simple that I might as well do it now!. For example, I'm currently writing a new book (on How to Achieve Something in Life). Writing books on a full scale is a huge project and can be overwhelming. However, when I divide it into phases such as – (1) Research (2) Decision-making in topic (3) Outlining (4) Content
Development (5) Writing Chapters #1 to #10, (6) Revision (7) etc. Suddenly it seems very easy to master. What I do is focus on the direct phase and do it best without thinking about other phases. When it's over, I'll move on to the next one.2. Changing the environment Different environments have different impacts on our productivity. Look at the desk and the room. Do they make you want to work, or do
you want to cuddle and sleep? If this is the latter, look at changing the workspace. It should be noted that the environment that makes us feel inspired before it can lose its impact after a while. If that's the case, then it's time to change things around. Read the steps for #2 and #3 13 of the Rapid Start Productivity Strategy, which talks about modernizing your environment and workspace.3. Create a detailed
timeline with specific deadlinesLee only 1 work appointment is like a procrastination invitation. That's because we feel like we have time and we keep pushing everything back until it's too late. Split the project (see #1), and then create a general timeline with specific appointments for each small task. That's how you know you have to finish finish within a specified period of time. Your deadlines also need to
be solid – if you don't finish it today, it will jeopardize everything you've planned after that. In this way, it creates an urgent need for action. My goals are divided into monthly, weekly, up to daily to-do lists, and the list is a call to action that I need to achieve within a certain time frame, otherwise my goals will be postponed. Here are more guidelines for setting deadlines: 22 Tips for Effective Terms4. Eliminate
procrastination Pit-FeetIf you procrastination a little too much, maybe it's because it's easy to procrastination. Identify browser bookmarks that take a long time and move them to a separate folder that is less accessible. Turn off automatic notification in the email client. Get rid of the disturbances around you. I know some people will out of the way and delete or deactivate their Facebook accounts. I think it's a
little drastic and extreme, because dealing with procrastination is more about being aware of our actions than counteracting with self-binding methods, but if you feel you need it, go for it.5. Spend time with people who inspire you to take actionI'm sure if you spend only 10 minutes talking to Steve Jobs or Bill Gates, you'll be more inspired to act than if you spent 10 minutes doing nothing. The people we are
from have an impact on our behavior. Of course, spending time with Steve Jobs or Bill Gates on a daily basis is probably not a feasible method, but the principle is applied - the hidden power of every person around youIdentident the people, friends or colleagues who trigger you - most likely go-getters and hard workers - and spend time with them more often. Soon you'll instill their drive and spirit too. As a
personal development blogger, I spend time with inspiring personal development experts, reading their blogs and regularly corresponding with them via email and social media. It is communication through new media and works the same.6. Get buddyhaving companion makes the whole process much more fun. Ideally, your buddy should be someone who has his own set of goals. You will both be held
accountable for each other's goals and plans. Although it is not necessary for both of them to have the same goals, it will be even better if it is, so you can learn from each other. I have a good friend with whom I talk regularly and we always ask each other about our goals and progress towards these goals. Needless to say, this leads us to take action7. Tell others about your goalsTha serves the same
function as #6, on a larger scale. Tell all your friends, colleagues, friends and family about your projects. Now that you see them, they are obliged to ask you about your status in these projects. For example, I'm announcing my projects on the Personal Excellence blog, Twitter and Facebook, and my readers will keep asking me about them. It's a great way to responsibility for my plans8. Look for someone
who has already achieved a resultWhat is it, what do you want to achieve here, and who are the people who have already achieved it? Go look for them and connect with them. Seeing vivid evidence that your goals are very well achievable if you take action is one of the best triggers. Re-Explain your goalsIf you delay for an extended period of time, it may reflect a misalignment between what you want and
what you are currently doing. We often outgrow our goals when we discover more about ourselves, but we don't change our goals to reflect that. Get away from work (a short vacation will be good, or even just a weekend break or staycation will do too) and take the time to regroup. What exactly do you want to achieve? What should I do to get there? What steps should I take? Is your current work
compatible with this? If not, what can you do about it?10. Stop Over-Complicating ThingsYou are you waiting for the perfect time to do it? That maybe now is not the best time because of X, Y, For reasons? Reasses that he thinks because there is never a perfect time. If you wait for it, you will never achieve anything. Perfectionism is one of the biggest reasons for procrastination. Read more about why
perfectionist tendencies can be a bane rather than a boon: Why being a perfectionist might not be so perfect.11 Get a Grip and Just Do It At the end, it comes down to taking action. You can do all the strategizing, planning and hypothesis, but if you don't take action, nothing will happen. From time to time I get readers and customers who constantly complain about their situations but still refuse to take action
at the end of the day. Reality Check:I I've never heard anyone delay their path to success before and I doubt this will change in the near future. Whatever it is, you delay, if you want to do it, you need to master yourself and do it. Bonus: Think Like a RhinoMore Tips for Procrastinators to Start Taking ActionExplained Photo Credit: Malvestida Magazine by unsplash.com Every item on this site has been
curated by editor ELLE Decor. We may earn commission on certain items you choose to buy. Stylish steps that add a dose of drama june 2, 2011 Photograph: Pieter Estersohn Click here to see some of our favorite stairs. This content is created and handled by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content in piano.io Advertising – Continue reading Below Room Design Ideas + Decorate Go to Content Go to Drab Footer, a candid homosexual drama, essentially a two-handed stage stupidly glossied up and opened up but still appearing as terribly full. Burton and Harrison - the latter in Liz Taylor's part - are doing their best as two Brixton, whose 30-year relationship begins to fight, fight, taxed by
concerns about Burton's sick mother (Nesbitt) and Harrison's impending appearance in court on charges of transvestism. On this evidence, they've lasted better than Charles Dyer's play. Dudley Moore wrote the music, and if you don't recognize Brixton, it's because it was filmed in Paris. Paris.
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